THANK YOU

We would like to take a moment to thank you for purchasing a HI-TIDE Remote Control Panel. We believe our controls are the easiest to use on the market today, and know that your new Remote Control Panel will give you many years of trouble free service. The following page you will find the necessary information for the operation of your new lift, as well as instructions on its use. Your new Remote Control Panel is the result of over thirty years of extensive research, design and developement in south Florida where corrosion, barnacles, and severe weather makes lifting boats absolutely necessary. As the leader in the industry, the Remote Control Panel offers features provided exclusively by Hi-Tide Sales, Inc.

GENERAL OPERATION

Familiarize yourself with the Remote Control Panel and the location of the KEY SWITCH, UP
dOWN SWITCH, LEVEL SWITCH (PIRAHNA MODELS ONLY) and TRANSMITTER. These are the basic components for operating the Remote Control.

TURNING REMOTE CONTROL ON & OFF

On - Simply insert drum key into the KEY SWITCH and turn to ON.
OFF- Simply turn drum key to OFF and remove key.

LOWERING THE LIFT

1) Either hold the DOWN button on the TRANSMITTER or Press down on the UP
dOWN SWITCH.
2) Allow lift to submerge until boat is floating.
3) Float boat away from lift.
4) Everyone may board the boat after the boat clears the lift.

RAISING THE LIFT

1) Float boat into established pick up position on lift.
2) Everyone must exit boat before lifting.
3) Either hold the UP button on TRANSMITTER or Press Up on the UP
dOWN SWITCH.
4) Raise boat until the boat is at the proper stow position.
5) Turn OFF power to control panel.

LEVEL SWITCH OPERATION (HT-IV MODELS ONLY)

1) Turn OFF motor switches (1, 2, 3, or 4) for the appropriate motors as needed.
2) Use the UP
dOWN SWITCH until the boat lift lifter beam is level, then Turn ON all motor switches.

SAFETY TIPS

* Test GFI on a monthly basis.
* Any electrical work should be completed only by licensed electrical contractors.
* Keep Children away.
* Do not overload the lift.
* Do not power onto the lift cradle as this will result in damage to the lift and/or boat.
* Do not allow yourself to be distracted or walk away from lift during operation.
* Do not step on Step Plates when lift is submerged.
* Keep hands away from internal components of panel.
* Make sure the bilge pump is set for automatic or remove the drain plug.
* Significant water accumulation in the bilge may overload the lift.
* Lift is not designed for lifting human beings.
* No persons should be under the boat while it is in suspended position.

HELPFUL HINTS

* Always turn your Remote Control Panel OFF when not in use to avoid unauthorized use.